Message Ten of Twelve

The Time of IN-LION-ment: Claiming Your Divine Purpose
Through Wisdom Teacher Sri Ram Kaa & Master Lady Kira Raa
Delivered at TOSA Ranch Light Portal, August 05, 2006

Archangel Zadkiel Speaks:
Yes! WE…ARE…HERE! Good afternoon. IT…IS…with glorious consciousness
that we come forward to you today to connect and offer divine greetings.
Divine hello! Divine love! Divine sharing! Divine opportunity, indeed!
YOU…ARE…in a most wondrous connection of loving divine beginnings.
You ask: “Why do you talk to us about beginnings now?”
Great Beginnings and Divine Endings
Indeed! YOU…ARE…at a time of great beginnings, are you not?
Many of you are already seeing that YOU…ARE…in the abundant
beginning! When there is the beginning, you must allow your-self
the opportunity to re-lease ALL that is an ending.
If you try to hold onto an ending while you are in the beginning, you will
muddle the two together. In the muddling what do you make? You make
mud. And in the mud, you leave tracks, do you not?
Leaving muddy tracks of what is ready to be gone,
you muddy the beginning of what is. What is…indeed!
Dearest children of this divine planet you call Earth, KNOW…that at this
time…now…YOU…ARE…in a great new cycle. This cycle has unveiled itself
and the energy is building. IT…IS…not waning. IT…IS…very much a waxing
energy that will continue to wax very, very fervently over the next eight
months1.
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This Insoulment was re-released December 07, 2020. The time compression energy of that year would call forward
this energy through April 2022 plus eight months. Therefore, this waxing energy will continue to affect the planet
through December 2022!
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You ALL need to be drinking water. IT…IS…more than just symbolic that this
body is running so dry. (referring to Master Lady Kira Raa) Are you not all saying:
“Can’t get enough water, seems like I’m dry all the time, what is going on?”
Understanding the Cycle of the Lion
Indeed! You...ARE...in the power-full cycle of the Lion. Within the cycle of
the Lion, there is, indeed, more than the roar that you will hear.
There is the strength of the Lion. There is the balance of the Lion. There is
the male and the female. ALL of the energies come forward.
Does a Lion not have claws too? Does a Lion not have great teeth? And!
Does a Lion not have the wisdom to be able to understand that ALL of these
components, when brought together, are able to be offered in a most
wondrous way?
It is important for you to recognize that many challenges come with new
beginnings, do they not?
You see a beautiful butterfly fly by, yet just a moment ago the butterfly was
trying to break free of a barrier that felt very much like it’s own burial
chamber, did it not? And in that burial chamber was there not indeed an
ending of what you would call the caterpillar?
It is more than just a glorious transformation. There is a moment that can
be perceived as discomfort. This moment of perceived discomfort can only
come from your own separation of the recognition, owning, knowing,
being, and absolute embrace of your own eternal BE-ing-ness.
Dearest Ones, when YOU...ARE...in your eternal being-ness, when
YOU...ARE...in the moment of great and galactic reunion, resurrection,
understanding and BE-ing, there can not be turmoil.
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YOU...KNOW...that YOU...ARE...limitless!
The expansion of the soul in this realm is only limited by the perception of
your understanding of what it is to grow, to expand, and to be.
When we give ourselves, in this realm, the opportunity to think,
is when we limit.
Connecting with Divine Empowerment
When you connect to your consciousness, YOU…expand.
How do you perceive what is in front of you now?
How are you going through the new beginnings?
Are you in the muddle, or are you in the clarity of the recognition of the
divine expansion that is before you now?
This is not the time to be timid! So timid so many are. Oh, perhaps I’ll stick
my foot in the water for a moment, but only on the weekend for a half an
hour between 12 and 12:30, that would be convenient. (much laughter)
Yes! IT…IS…important for YOU to re-cog-nize that within timid-ness, a Lion
preys. The Lion will prey! You are either in the energy of the Lion, or
available to be part of the prey. And! ALL choices are of course wondrous,
as ALL choices are indeed abundant on the planet now.
This cycle of the Lion will culminate within approximately 5.34 years2.
This cycle is most profound.
This cycle will indeed end like a lamb as it has come in like a Lion.
2

This is a very important sharing! Clearly stating that the cycle that was prominent in 2006, ended in November 2012!
Also noteworthy is that as of the date of re-release of this sharing, the 5.34 year cycle adjusted through the current time
compression would equate to the first week of August, 2023. Let us also note that the word approximately is used as
the time streams are all-ways fluid based upon the consensus of the creation consciousness.
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It is in the unification of the Lion and the Lamb that the Eagle will soar
and the Condor will join. Together they shall form the Great Serpent of
Understanding coming forward again to Galactic reunification.
You all say what divine riddles you offer to us today,
and your DNA knows exactly what we are offering.
It is imperative, Dearest children, that YOU…ARE…at the time of great
Divine Empowerment. You must empower yourselves. To continue the
great empowerment, it is absolutely imperative for you to become more
aligned with the galactic crystalline DNA within your stranding and that you
align with the beginnings that are before you now.
Experiencing Divine
Empowerment
Take a moment. Bring your
hand to your heart. Hold the
hand of one you love if you
so wish, and together…feel.
You may even wish to close
your eyes and breathe.
Begin this process by asking
yourself: What in my life is
beginning right now?
Whatever was the first thing that came forward for you is, indeed, the
greatest gift before you at this time. Trust what you are hearing. Ask
again: What in my life is beginning right now?
Trust what you are hearing.
Know that ALL beginnings, coming forward in this moment right now,
are divine beginnings.
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These divine beginnings are being given the Lion energy. To be aligned
with them, A-Lioned with them, you must empower the Lion energy3.
If you take the energy of the timid-ness, if you take the energy of the
Lamb, prematurely into the beginning now, it will not manifest.
The timid energy cannot support manifestation at this time.
YOU…have a choice!
How do you wish to bring forth this beginning?
As a Lion?
Then you are committed to bringing it forth.
And Dearest children, if the energy of the lamb comes forward for you,
then it is verification that this beginning needs to have another beginning.
Perhaps not now, perhaps later.
As you are in the time NOW of divine beginnings, IT…IS…important for
you to pay attention. Once again, and do this individually, bring one hand
to your solar plexus and one hand to your heart. You may close your eyes
Take in deep breath. What in my life is ending now?
What is the first thing that you just knew?
Honor the first knowing!
Honor the intuition, honor your truth, you have great strength.
Great strength. Honor it.
What in my life is ending now and how do I wish to honor that energy?
Is this ending the energy of the Lion, or a Lamb?

3

Delivered in February 2009, it is a beneficial moment to fully read Lesson Five of the Lost Books of the Essene. Just
click here for the original PDF. It is worth noting that this series is the basis of Sri & Kira’s next book.
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Divine Balance and “En-Lionment”
Pay attention. KNOW…that with ALL beginnings, there are endings. This is
the Divine balance. Dearest children, this is not a time of sadness! Indeed!
IT…IS…a time of great rejoicing, it is not? Yes! The enlightenment, or as we
are enjoying, the In-lion-ment…IS…HERE! Yes!
Are you A-lioned with the In-lion-ment?
Oh! What fun we have now. Yes! Offer your-self this great gift.
Relax and breathe.
Dearest, dearest, dearest Ones, your planet will no longer wait for you.
Indeed. YOU…KNOW…this. The vibratory rates have already once again
escalated very, very much.
This particular weekend offers a powerful culmination.4 Galactically
aligned with 7 different galaxies, along with this galaxy, forming the 8th.
You have indeed entered a most powerful time, a most powerful time.
If you are not clear on your beginnings…if you are not clear on your
endings…get clear5! Why are you waiting? That’s just a muddle.
Some people enjoy mud and that is quite ok. If you choose to say: I can not
get clear, getting clear is too painful, I do not wish to see the clarity that is
in front of me, I must go into the mud, then we encourage you to go in well.
Go in very deep. Take a mud bath! Swim around. Whatever must be.
Dearest children! Pay attention to those around you. Many around you will
be in mud baths over the next few weeks…many of your children, your
friends, and your relatives.
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The weekend that correlates to this re-release is the weekend of December 11, 12 and 13. The three-day cycle that is
building to the FINAL PEAK UP-LEVEl of 2020! The Illuminated New Moon Peak Uplevel Solar Eclipse of Monday,
December 14, 2020.
5
The Ascension frequency energy of December 2020 calls forward Clarity, Passoin and Purpose into Action.
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Dearest Ones, in your divine clarity and gracious connection to ALL that is,
the Lion energy is you. It is not separate from you, nor is the lamb. Many
now are ready to be the Lamb and in the balance, all is found.
Ask yourselves: what in my life will change as I accept this energy? What in
my life would not change if I ignore it?
Of course, THIS IS ALL your choice! Dearest Ones, we only bring you that
which you have asked us to bring. We do not interfere in your process. We
simply offer you the gift of re-cognition. Perhaps a lifting.
For you to say yes! I see! I know! It is time! ALL…IS…indeed…well.
Discovering your Divine Purpose: Offering the Greatest Gift to Humanity
Your purpose! Many say, what is my purpose, why am I here? Many come
forward and say, Eureka I have found my purpose, it is to put this in this!
Very good. Precious.
Dearest children, your divine purpose, your collective purpose,
is to emanate the preciousness of a sacred heart.
From a crystalline center emanating from the Divine Light of Being-ness,
so powerfully, so brightly, that ALL around you are free to be exactly as
they need to be. That is your purpose.
How you manifest that purpose is up to you.
How you choose to move forward in that purpose is beautiful.
It is in perfection, and in divine wonderment.
We are, indeed, here simply because so many will come running to you in
your presence. They see you and say “I want you to tell me more, tell me
more, what do you know, tell me what you know!”
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Dearest children offer them the greatest gift you can. Place your hands on
their shoulders, look them straight in the eyes and share:
“What I KNOW is that YOU ARE a divine being of light, that YOU ARE
whole and magnificent. I AM honored to say hello to you.”
That is what you know! Place your hands on their shoulders and look them
in the eye. This is the empowerment message.
It is only the ego that wishes to say, “I know this, or I know that”…and the
ego can know a lot, can it not? The ego knows that 2 + 2 in this world
should equal 4. So!
What do you KNOW? Understand what YOU…KNOW.
Understand that you cannot revoke the immutable truth
of your divine essence. Of your absolute cosmic connection, of your
great heart that is expanding ten-fold and ready to expand ten-fold more.
Trust your-self that ALL that is happening around you, with you, in you, for
you, IS in divine perfection now. Even when your little boxes, (reference to
television), tell you to be scared. Even when your papers tell you to be scared.
Even when your friend say: “Why aren’t you scared?” Yes.
IT…IS…in that moment that you place your hands on their shoulders, look
them in the eyes and say: “I AM not scared because I know you are a divine
being of wondrous light and you are whole. I AM honored to share this
moment with you now.”
This Dearest children, is the greatest gift that we can offer you today.
You say Oh Zadkiel, this sounds so simple, we say then why aren’t you
doing it? Yes. Dear Ones, as you have entered this time phase of the Lion
and great, great beginnings, many will say this was not a good beginning.
They are not enjoying this beginning.
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Re-member that ALL beginnings offer an opportunity for greater expansion.
ALL realms are open to this expansionary process now. YOU…ARE…at the
time of great reunification and expansion.
What do you choose to do with it? How do you choose to do it?
What is still regulating your choices? We love that question!
Choices and Clarity
Place both of your hands at the back your solar plexus; both hands. This is
an important solar plexus question. Take in a deep breath. Remember
you’re going to trust the first response you get.
What is regulating my choices now?
Do not be upset with yourself if you do not enjoy what you first heard.
Honor whatever you heard as this is a gift. No matter what is regulating
your choices now, your absolute awareness of this core center offers you
the gift to move even greater into depth and clarity.
As you all know, many make their choices from fear, and many can choose
to make their choices from love. Choose to make their choices from joy.
Choose to make their choices independent of the thoughts of others6.
Many have asked us often: Dearest Archangelic Realm, what is this thing
you call sin? You all know our answer. The only sin is to interfere with the
path of another if you must use this word sin. And, to let another interfere
with your own path.
The words of others are the words of others! What a treat! What a
delight! Watch them, love them, enjoy this expression.

6

This is a direct reference to freedom from the Planetary thought body which is easily navigated through anchoring
into fifth dimensional presence.
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Bring your hand to your throat chakra if you wish. Yes. This is the truth
chakra, and IT…IS…at the time of great ascension. Let ALL of your words
speak divine truth. Let ALL of your words offer loving reassurance. When
you know not what to say, remember to place your hand to your throat and
you will all-ways know.
Before you speak the word that would harm another out of lack of
consciousness, bring your hand to your throat. Then bring your hands to
their shoulders and offer them the one thing that you do KNOW.
How can You Heal the Planet?
Many ask us now: how can we heal ourselves, how can we heal the planet,
oh my goodness, there is so much terror, what is happening on the planet
right now?
Dearest children, you are at the time of a new cycle. Many new
beginnings…and many endings. Many. Offer your-self the great gift of
truth. The more you speak your truth, the more that you consciously bring
your energies to every word that comes out of your mouth, every word, the
greater service you offer.
AND! Dearest children, your energy will always betray your words. Yes.
IT…IS…your energy. IT…IS…your heart. These are the true words, are they
not? This is what is seen beyond what is heard.
Learn to pay attention more. To not only those around you, to those you
walk by. You are ALL meeting. Many of the Atlanteans, from the 2nd cycle
of your own existence of Light refracting from Light, have woken up to the
re-cognition that WE…ARE…at the time that caused a great rapid escalation
in energy before.
That this energy must be truly, knowingly, consciously, lovingly and most
preciously worked with. What do we mean by that?
© 2020 The Temple of Self-Ascension® All Rights reserved.
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We mean that this energy demands your attention. It is indeed a fierce
energy and it demands your attention. It will stir up much, like a big soup.
Yes! You’ll need a ladle, hmm, many. It will stir up much.
It will stir up what is left of that which is attached to density. In the
attachment to density, the re-cognition that YOU…ARE…at the time of the
Lion energy will force you to be clear. Even if you thought you were clear, it
will ask you to re-up on your clarity indeed. Yes. Breathe in deep.
When someone comes to you and says I know this, I know that, I’m an
expert at this, I’m an expert at that, trust me, hmm. Place your hands on
their shoulders, look them in the eyes and you know your response. And
when they look at you even more and they say “Oh, you’re crazy”, you can
say “good thing”. Yes!
In the preciousness of YOU, in the love that YOU…ARE,
in the gift that YOU…ARE, YOU give to many.
Let them receive more. Let them receive more.
Re-member in the time of Divine Empowerment, your answers are all-ways
within. You all-ready know the answers. Let your-self empower that which
you know. What do you know?
That everyone, every BE-ing, every essence, every beetle, every little bug,
every tree, is a divine precious being of light! Whole, magnificent, and
honored to share this time with YOU.
We touch all of your shoulders. We offer all of you a divine gift,
a simple message. Trust what your soul is sharing. Listen.
In trusting what YOU already KNOW, ALL…IS…All-ways…WELL. Yes!
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Questions from the Community
We will take questions. Hello.
Q: Hello. Could you please help me to anchor in the energy of
unconditional love?
Dearest child, what a powerful question, so many ask this question, what is
unconditional love, how can we anchor unconditional love? Dearest child,
you must remember this, in order to anchor in unconditional love in this
world of density, it begins always with the self, loving the self.
The best way, that we can offer you in this world as it is right now, is truly
to get a gazing mirror. Stand in front of the gazing mirror and go deep into
the portals of your own eyes. As you go deep into the portals of your own
eyes, breathe in ever deeper, keeping your hands at the heart center and
exhale more, inhale more, exhale more and do that until you feel the
essence of your own soul in front of you. Do not say I Love You, let if be
felt. It is not the word that will give you unconditional love, it is the divine
connection with your own soul that will give you that gift. Many blessings.
Q: If we use breath can we totally bring ourselves into full alignment with
consciousness?
Dearest child, but of course! That is a declaration, not a question! Yes! It
is with disciplined consciousness, however, and we wish to add that this
wondrous gift of breath is yours, every moment, every second, every
millisecond that you are on this planet filled with oxygen. When your soul
energy is the primary available energy, from which everything that you do,
then every breath is consciousness, and it does not demand any form of
discipline or deeper recognition.
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Q: My soul name was just revealed to me and I was wondering if you
could explain more about what a soul name is in general and then if you
have any information for me?
Dearest child, we hear your question behind your question! And we will
answer that too. Many ask us for their soul name and yet so many say,
how is that different from a spirit name, or a spiritual name. Soul names
carry energy. They are an energy signature and so often times when you
ask for that which you consider to be your soul name, it is because you are
ready to accept an energy signature that emanates the pure essence of
you.
You in the capital YOU and in that sonic vibration of your soul signature,
great expansionary experiences become present for you, and so for many.
It is imperative they do not connect with their soul name until truly they
are ready to experience rapid expansion in a very quick manner! Rapid
expansion for many is not so comfortable. Imagine if your stretch pants
were too tight overnight. Yes. This is not so comfortable. You want
another pair! And the store may be closed that day, uh oh.
It is imperative that you accept rapid expansion and understanding and so
this is the gift of when the soul energy, the soul signature comes forward, it
means that your agreement, you have said yes, I am ready now for ever
greater rapid expansion. Dearest child, your name, for you, carries the soul
signature of all you have ever been, as do all carry that soul signature of
wholeness, of all that you have ever been. In the claiming of the soul name,
you uncover a pathway strewn with golden energy that will help you find
and claim wholeness in all that you do. Many blessings.
The Benevolent Ones wish to say Hello. Dearest children, before we go,
we simply wish for you to hear this: You are either a Lion or a Lamb, and
either is perfect. ALL choices before you now will unfold effort-lessly.
Simply pay attention. Gift your-self with KNOWing.
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The Benevolent Ones Speak:
Hello. Hello. Yes. We come to YOU with great re-cognition.
We see spirals of energy emanations and crystalline connections coming in
and BE-ing present. Yes. Hello. Yes. Hello.
Our only purpose in being here is to shower the gift of DNA re-connection.
Your skies open wide. Many see and many choose not to. In this process,
we come forward.
Thank you for holding the space of presence for so many. Thank you for
helping us to reconnect within this cycle of abundant connection.
We speak only Divine love and recognition. We are simply here as an
energy presence walking among you. You already feel us. Yes. Hello.
Hello. We try not to offer words to interfere with our Hello.
Do not be afraid of this time in your world. Celebrate often.
Dearest children, no one can ever die. Remember this.
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